Environmental Management Cleanup Forum
Legacy Waste at Los Alamos National Laboratory

Hosted by the Department of Energy’s Environmental Management Los Alamos Field Office and N3B

Cottonwood on the Greens
Los Alamos, New Mexico
February 19, 2020
5:30 – 7:15 pm

Draft Agenda

5:30 pm  Meeting Kickoff & Safety Brief  Kristin Henderson

5:35 pm  Opening Remarks  Steve Hoffman & Glenn Morgan

5:45 pm  Cleanup: Big Picture and Near-Term Decisions  Dave Nickless & Joe Legare

- In late 2020 and into 2021, EM-LA will develop recommendations for NMED for its review and approval on Material Disposal Area C, the RDX plume, and the Chromium plume
- The presentation will provide an overview of the cleanup program, upcoming cleanup decisions, and ongoing waste management activities

6:10 pm  Community Discussion/Q&A  Frazer Lockhart

- The community discussion/Q&A provide one of many opportunities for public input into legacy cleanup activities and upcoming decisions
- EM-LA and N3B will utilize both a microphone and Slido (www.sli.do)

6:40 pm  Closing Comments: Next Steps  Steve Hoffman

6:45 pm  Poster Session  Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)

- SMEs will be available for additional discussions on the legacy cleanup and waste management program

7:15 pm  Adjourn